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Many school districts strive to achieve high mathematics achievement and equitable outcomes. This study ex- 

amines the work of Gateside district, an urban district that had made great progress in the enactment of equity 

minded policies such as de-tracking and the availability of high-level mathematics to all students. A detailed, 

case study of teaching and learning in the high school mathematics classrooms showed that the equity focused 

work of the teachers and district leaders was compromised by the narrow mathematics standards that informed 

the tasks used in classrooms. The prevalence of narrow tasks led students to develop binary perceptions of each 

other, revealing a fundamental tension between narrow content standards and equitable outcomes. 
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. Introduction 

While research in mathematics education continues to highlight the

mportance of students actively engaged in their learning of mathemat-

cs ( Boaler, 2002b, 2002a; Boaler & Staples, 2008; Schoenfeld, 2002 ),

he model of mathematics teaching that dominates the US, particularly

n the high school years, is one of passive reception of knowledge from a

eacher and textbook ( Boaler, 2015 ). This has led to wide-spread under-

chievement ( Boaler, 2006 ; PISA, 2012 ), an adult population who fears

nd avoids mathematics ( Ashcraft, 2002 ; Beilock, 2011 ; Chestnut, Lei,

eslie & Cimpian, 2018 ), and insufficient numbers of students avail-

ble to take on the important STEM needs of society (NCTM, 2014 ;

olfram, 2020 ). In school districts across the US, fixed mathematics

athways – that sort students out of high-level mathematics at an early

ge – limit students’ access to more advanced course-taking sequences

nd, by proxy, to careers in STEM ( Daro & Asturias, 2019 ). At the class-

oom level, some teachers also implement pedagogical approaches that

einforce inequitable patterns of participation, learning, and identifica-

ion with mathematics ( Hand, 2010 ; Louie, 2017 ). In addition, implicit

nd explicit messages about mathematics given to students —by parents,

he media, and by society more broadly —contribute to the conception

f mathematics as an exclusive subject reserved for the “gifted ” few

 Boaler, 2019 ; Chestnut et al., 2018 ). 

Tracking, procedural teaching, and fixed messaging have long been

stablished as areas of concern in mathematics education. This paper

roposes the role of a fourth, rarely cited source of disengagement and

nequity – the nature of the mathematics being taught. Through a de-

ailed study of a large urban district that has made significant and im-
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ortant change in turning around the three well established factors that

imit high achievement, we show the important role played by the con-

ent being taught. The district that is the focus of this study has achieved

 great deal through changing mathematics pathways, largely eliminat-

ng tracking, delivering high quality professional development to teach-

rs, and developing a teaching workforce that is committed to equity.

hile these achievements are impressive, we found that the work of

he teachers and district leaders was undermined by the nature of the

athematics set out in the Common Core State high school standards. 

The mathematics in question has been taught for generations, and

sually escapes critical observation, but this paper highlights the impor-

ant role it plays in derailing progress — particularly in the promotion

f equitable teaching practices. The Common Core offered a new set of

athematics standards —with notable improvements in the K-8 years.

his paper focuses on the teaching of high school algebra, highlighting

he ways that the content of high school mathematics limits the possi-

ility of equitable engagement. 

. Background 

In most school districts, mathematics is taught through a system of

bility grouping or “tracking ”— an organizational practice in which

athematics classes in higher tracks offer more advanced content for

hosen groups of students ( Boaler, 2013; Hand, 2010; Oakes, 1986 ). In

he US this practice typically begins as early as sixth grade, and in many

chool districts the different classes created lead to different mathemat-

cs pathways, through the end of high school, and beyond. Many studies

ave highlighted the problems with this approach, as students in lower
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Fig. 1. Typical Mathematics Pathway Options (for students from age 11 to 18). 
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racks are taught less rigorous content, often by less qualified teach-

rs, which limits their future opportunities ( Boaler, 2006, 2008, 2013;

oaler & Selling, 2017; Boaler & Staples, 2008; Oakes, 1986 ). Moreover,

tudents of color and students of low-income backgrounds are overrep-

esented in low level mathematics classes and underrepresented in ad-

anced level mathematics classes, which compounds existing historical

nequities ( Boaler, 2015 ; Daro & Asturias, 2019 ; Hand, 2010 ). 

A 2012 study of nine school districts in California found that large

umbers of students were testing proficient in algebra at the end of mid-

le school but being asked to repeat algebra in high school, putting

hem on a low-level mathematics pathway. An examination of which

tudents were being “held back ” showed that they were disproportion-

tely students of color ( The Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights, 2013 ).

ther studies have shown that teachers’ subjective beliefs about stu-

ents can limit Black students’ access to higher mathematics pathways

 Campbell, 2012 ). Black girls in particular face biases due to their race

nd gender, and when they are denied entry into advanced mathematics

ourses in middle school, this limits their access to high school and col-

ege STEM courses ( Joseph, Hailu & Boston, 2017 ). These inequities not

nly limit students’ learning opportunities, but actively perpetuate tra-

itional conceptions of mathematics as a subject intended for a minority

f elite white or Asian men ( Ellis & Berry, 2005 ). 

The practices of tracking and sorting students have long-term con-

equences beyond schooling ( Boaler & Selling, 2017 ). In many districts,

he highest-level mathematics course available is calculus. This path-

ay has played a large part in college admissions for generations. The

top ” universities in the US, that accept less than 25% of applicants,

ave calculus as an unstated requirement. For example, the Harvard

rimson found that 92% of freshmen had taken AB calculus or higher

n high school ( Harvard, 2018 ). But the calculus pathway is character-

zed by severe inequities. US high schools typically teach four classes as

 prelude to calculus (algebra-geometry-algebra 2- pre calculus) which

eans that students in these schools can only take calculus if they are

advanced ” in middle school, taking algebra as an eighth-grade student.

ig. 1 shows two typical mathematics tracks offered by most US school

istricts, with only one pathway leading to calculus: 

Daro and Asturias (2019) point out that students who are not se-

ected for the calculus pathway often “sink into a bog of remediation

nd ineligibility from which few escape ” (p. 7). Not only does the in-

quitable system that they describe filter students out of mathematics

nd STEM —particularly Latinx and Black students — it also acts as a

atekeeper to higher education. 

Systems that filter students out of mathematics were designed in

imes when people believed that only certain students have a “math

rain, ” but it is now well documented that mathematics ability is not

efined biologically ( Boaler, 2019 ; Chestnut et al., 2018 ; Devlin, 2000 ).
 o  
ot only is mathematics often thought of as an exclusive subject, the

otions of who is capable of high-level mathematics are too frequently

acialized and gendered ( Gutiérrez, 2017 ). Even when schools work to

hange these ideas, narrow beliefs about mathematics and learning often

ndermine reform efforts. Louie (2017) building on Parks (2010) looked

t four classrooms led by teachers committed to implementing equitable

eaching practices through a pedagogical approach called Complex In-

truction (CI) ( Cohen & Lotan, 1997 ). The teachers were committed to

mpowering students whose previous mathematics learning experiences

ad not served them well. While this group of teachers was consciously

orking to use inclusive practices and to value a wide variety of mathe-

atical strengths, Louie (2017) found that narrow beliefs about student

bility and math learning subconsciously prevailed in the teachers’ prac-

ice, reinforcing what she described as a “culture of exclusion. ”

Another factor in the inequitable nature of mathematics participa-

ion is the teaching approaches often used. When mathematics is taught

s a set of procedures to follow, many students disengage, and vari-

us studies have shown that procedural teaching is particularly dam-

ging for girls and students of color ( Boaler & Sengupta-Irving, 2016 ;

oaler, Cordero & Dieckmann, 2019 ). Additionally, procedural teaching

ncourages students to take a “memorization ” approach to mathematics,

hich has been shown to be associated with low achievement ( Boaler

 Zoido, 2016 ; Gray & Tall, 1994 ; PISA, 2012 ). Procedural mathemat-

cs is also fundamentally different to the creative and multidimensional

pproach used by mathematicians ( Burton, 1998; Strogatz, 2012, 2019;

olfram, 2020 ). 

In contrast to a procedural teaching and learning approach, teachers

ho invite students to consider the meaning of mathematical methods,

o choose and discuss approaches and to think creatively, enable stu-

ents to develop a sense of agency and mathematical authority ( Amit

 Fried, 2005; Boaler, 2002b, 2002c, 2002a; Boaler & Staples, 2008;

obb, Gresalfi, & Hodge, 2009; Gutstein, 2007 ). When students are

aught that they “belong in mathematics, ” and that mathematics is about

epth and connections, and they are encouraged to develop growth

indsets, higher and more equitable achievement results ( Boaler, 2019 ;

weck, 2012 ; Yeager & Walton, 2011 ). 

. The setting 

In 2014 the district that is the focus of this paper, which we refer

o as Gateside Union District, began work to address three established

ources of mathematics disengagement and inequality – tracking, pro-

edural teaching, and fixed messaging. In an unusual and commend-

ble initiative, district leaders reviewed research on the nature of the

athematics inequalities they saw in their district and began a series

f steps to counter them. This included presenting research to teachers,
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Fig. 2. Gateside District Mathematics Pathway Options. 1 
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i  

s  

h  

s  
he school board and the local community. Most notably, the district

roposed to the school board that they eliminate tracking before 11th

rade – a radical plan that was unanimously accepted by the school

oard. The proposal also included moving algebra to ninth grade for all

tudents and setting out pathways to calculus for all students. The plans

ere accepted and accompanied by extensive professional development

or the high school teachers. 

In contrast to the pathway that most districts in the US offer -

ith middle school mathematics leading to calculus for only some stu-

ents, Gateside district offered the following mathematics pathways (see

ig. 2 ). Notably, all students take the same mathematics course until the

nd of tenth grade. 

The creation of a mathematics pathway and set of courses, that

rought all students together in the same classes, attracted the opposi-

ion that many would expect. This came primarily from parents of cur-

ently accelerated students. Groups of parents organized meetings and

acebook groups to oppose the district changes, but the district stood

rm and within a year they saw substantial benefits. Under their pre-

iously tracked system 40% of students failed algebra, and inequities

ere very evident – after one year of the new system the algebra failure

ate dropped to 8 percent. Algebra I repeat rates dropped for all student

ubgroups, falling from 52 to 19 percent for African American students

nd from 57 to 14 percent for Latinx students. These positive results

re similar to those of other districts and mathematics departments that

ave engaged in equity focused work ( Burris, Heubert & Levin, 2006 ;

utierrez, 1996 ). One of the arguments of those opposed to equitable

nitiatives is that equity reduces the chances of high achievers to excel

ut there was no evidence of this compromise and the proportion of

tudents taking advanced classes at Gateside district increased by one

hird. 1 

Prior to the de-tracking initiative many teachers (including all those

eachers included in this study) were given extensive professional devel-

pment in Complex Instruction (CI), a pedagogical approach that centers

pon three principles for creating equity in heterogeneous classrooms

hrough groupwork ( Cohen & Lotan, 1997 , 2014 ). The first principle of

roductive groupwork involves students developing responsibility for

ach other, serving as academic and linguistic resources for one another

 Cabana, Shreve & Woodbury, 2014 ; Cohen & Lotan, 1997 ). As part of

his development of student authority, students learn to be resources for

ach other as they serve in different roles as: group facilitator, resource

anager, recorder/reporter or team captain. 

The second principle of CI is students working together to complete

asks ( Cohen & Lotan, 2014 ). To realize this principle, teachers must

anage equal participation in groups by valuing and highlighting a

ide range of abilities and attending to issues of status amongst stu-

ents. Teachers widen the traditional definitions of valuable skills by

ublicly recognizing the wealth of “intellectual abilities ” students hold

 Cohen & Lotan, 2014 ; Tsu, Lotan & Cossey, 2014 ). During groupwork,
1 Note: At the time of the data collection, the district served approximately 

,750 ninth grade Algebra 1 students across 14 high schools. 

s

 

t  

a

he teacher looks for opportunities to elevate students by highlighting

heir abilities and contributions to the group, which is referred to as

assigning competence ” ( Boaler & Staples, 2014 ; Cohen & Lotan, 2014 ).

his principle recognizes the fact that group interactions often create

tatus differences between students – and when a teacher perceives that

 student has become “low status ” in a group, they intervene by publicly

raising a valuable mathematical contribution they have made. 

Underlying these two principles is a third: the implementation of

ulti-dimensional, ‘groupworthy’ tasks, which are challenging, open-

nded, and require a range of intellectual abilities ( Banks, 2014 ; Cohen

 Lotan, 1997 ). These tasks are characterized as different than collab-

rative seat work —work that students typically do individually but are

sked to do together —in that the completion of the task necessitates the

articipation of all group members ( Cohen & Lotan, 2014 ). For a task to

e groupworthy in mathematics, it should emphasize thinking and rea-

oning ( Staples, 2014 ), valuing processes over products ( Velazquez &

ouie, 2014 ); such features are described by the originators of Complex

nstruction as vital to productivity ( Cohen & Lotan, 2014 ). It is impor-

ant to note, without the presence of groupworthy tasks, the need for

eaningful collaboration is gone and the other two principles of Com-

lex Instruction are threatened. 

The important role of multi-dimensional tasks in a CI mathematics

lassroom conflicts with traditional conceptions of mathematics learn-

ng as the rote practice of procedures. As Tsu et al. (2014) note, the idea

hat mathematical understanding can be demonstrated through narrow

athematics is “incompatible with building an equitable Complex In-

truction mathematics classroom ” (p. 136). Cabana, Shreve, and Wood-

ury (2014) offer five aspects of equitable mathematics instruction in a

I classroom: 

1) Structuring lessons to support engagement in groupworthy tasks 

2) Approaching math concepts through multiple representations 

3) Organizing curriculum around big ideas 

4) Using justification to push students to articulate their mathematical

thinking 

5) Making students’ thinking public and valued. 

(2014, p. 40) 

It is notable that the five aspects all offer a conception of mathemat-

cs as a broad subject that can be encountered as a set of big ideas that

entralize student thinking, and multiple representations ( Cabana et al.,

014 ; Horn, 2014 ). 

Studies of careful implementation of CI in schools have shown that

t improves student achievement ( Boaler & Staples, 2008 ; Horn, 2007 ),

tudents’ relationships with mathematics ( Velazquez & Louie, 2014 ),

elps build a sense of community among students ( Boaler, 2008 ), and

upports vulnerable students to increase engagement and “take up

pace ” ( Hand, 2014 ; Jilk, 2014 ). 

Within the context of these positive outcomes, our study set out

o investigate the factors enabling or constraining high and equitable

chievement within heterogeneous classrooms. 
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Fig. 3. Demographics of Student Participants, ages 14–15 

( n = 41). 
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Table 1 

Demographics of teacher participants ( n = 8). 

School Teacher Teaching experience (years) 

Lewis High School Anderson 3 

Lang 25 

Edison High School Hirsch 8 

Li 5 

Yang 1 

Zhao 3 

Garcia 15 

Chen 11 

Table 2 

Criteria for selecting students to interview. 

Category Criteria 

Two High Achieving students • Students who came to your class 

high achieving (broadly defined) 

and have continued to achieve 

similarly 

Two “Turn Around ” students • Students who you’ve seen 

experience noticeable growth 

(broadly defined) 

• Students who are benefitting from a 

heterogeneous classroom 

Two Low Achieving students • Students who have achieved at 

lower levels than most of the class 

and continue to be low achieving 

(broadly defined) 
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. The study 

The goal of our study was to examine the factors that constrain or

upport equitable participation in heterogeneous classrooms. Our recog-

ition of the social nature of learning led to a situated framework that

ays attention to forms of participation and engagement ( Lave, 1991 ,

. 67; Jilk, 2014 ). Situated theories propose that learning takes place

hrough interaction, participation, and engagement, highlighting the

mportance of studying the ways students engage in mathematics class-

ooms. Schools, such as those in our study, exist as culturally situ-

ted communities of practice, in which students construct knowledge

hrough interaction with their peers, their teacher, and the mathematics

ontent ( Boaler, 2002a; Langer-Osuna, 2015; Lave, 1991; Nasir, Hand,

 Taylor, 2008 ). A focus on social practices enabled us to pay attention

o the connection between these heterogeneous mathematics classrooms

nd the broader district in which they were situated, as we would expect

he district’s strong culture around equitable mathematics pathways to

hape the learning environments. 

In addition to a situated framing we employed an interpretive

aradigm that allowed understandings from participants to influence

esearch directions ( Taylor & Medina, 2011 ). An interpretive paradigm

enters the voices and experiences of participants - in our case teachers

nd students. Within this interpretive paradigm, participants’ experi-

nces led to the raising of a factor that we had not expected to be a part

f our study ( Creswell, 2014 ). As we came to better understand our par-

icipants’ experiences, our data collection evolved to more expansively

apture this different factor and the ways that it impacted classroom

nvironments. 

.1. Setting & participants 

This study was conducted at two high schools in Gateside Dis-

rict, a large urban school district in California. Gateside District serves

 racially diverse student body, with significant Latinx (27%), Asian

35%), and White (15%) populations, as well as smaller (less than 10%)

frican American Filipinx, Pacific Islander, and American Indian popu-

ations. Additionally, approximately 55% of students are considered so-

ioeconomically disadvantaged, 29% of students are designated as Lan-

uage Learners, and 11% of students have been diagnosed with Special

ducational Needs. 

To select school sites for this study, the district provided the research

eam with a recommended list of seven schools (out of a total of 14 high

chools in the district) that had fully implemented Complex Instruction

nd the district’s core curriculum. Each of these school’s principals and

ath department chairs were contacted to request to observe Algebra 1

lassrooms and gauge interest in participating in the study. Two schools
ere selected based on the numbers of Algebra 1 teachers interested

n participating. The research team met with all Algebra 1 teachers at

oth schools to invite them to join the study; two of the three Algebra

 teachers at Lewis High School and six of the seven Algebra 1 teachers

t Edison High School consented to participate. 

The eight participating teachers had a wide range of teaching expe-

ience, ranging from one to 25 years, with an average of 8.875 years

er teacher (see Table 1 ). All teachers used Gateway District’s Algebra

 curriculum and implemented Complex Instruction (CI). 

To understand the practices that supported or constrained learning

esearchers collected and analyzed a range of data, including 16 h of

lassroom observation, student surveys from 528 algebra 1 students,

nd interviews with eight teachers and 41 students. 

Across the eight classrooms, 41 students were selected for interview,

s shown in Fig. 3 , based on teacher recommendation. We asked teachers

o nominate pairs of students who were high or low achieving or had

turned around ” their achievement, as described in Table 2 . Students

ere sampled from across the achievement range to ensure a focus on
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Fig. 4. Data sources (by participants) collected across our two school sites – all students were in 9th grade ages 14–15. 
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5

tudents at different levels of academic achievement. This resulted in

nterviews with 9 low-achieving students, 11 “turnaround ” students, 15

igh-achieving students, and 6 students that were uncategorized. 

.2. Data sources 

Multiple sources of qualitative data were collected during the 2018–

9 school year. Site-based data sources are depicted in Fig. 4 and con-

ist of: a) semi-structured interviews with teachers, which were audio

ecorded and lasted approximately 45 min, b) observations of one of

ach teacher’s Algebra 1 classes for two consecutive days, which were

ideo recorded and lasted approximately 1 hour, and c) semi-structured

nterviews with two to six students from each observed classroom, typ-

cally in pairs, which were audio recorded and lasted between 15 and

5 min. 

Additionally, districtwide administration of a Mathematical Mindset

urvey yielded 528 (out of approximately 4750 ninth grade Algebra 1

tudents) responses, from 11 high schools and 23 teachers within the dis-

rict. 2 The survey, which was developed and validated through previous

tudies ( Anderson, Boaler & Dieckmann, 2018 ), consisted of 27 ques-

ions about mathematics learning with Likert response options. The sur-

ey includes ( Dweck, 2006 ) mindset measures (which record between

.94 to 0.98 in internal reliability and 0.80 for test retest reliability as

eported in Dweck, Chiu, & Hong (1995) ) along with some focused ques-

ions on mathematics teaching and learning. The survey was conducted

sing the Qualtrics online software and offered in English, Spanish and

hinese. For privacy reasons, the research team was not permitted to

irectly invite the teachers via email, instead, the district invited all 9th

rade Algebra 1 teachers to administer the survey with at least one of

heir 9th grade Algebra 1 classes. 

.3. Data analysis 

The data were analyzed in three distinct phases related to differ-

nt units of analysis. In phase one district-level survey results were an-

lyzed to look for commonalities and differences across the district.

n phase two, qualitative approaches were used to analyze site-level

ata. Teacher and student interview transcripts were coded in multi-

le rounds, beginning with open coding to develop bottom-up codes

 Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 2011 ) and to collaboratively develop a code-

ook ( Saldana, 2015 ). This codebook was used to code a subset of the

nterviews, refined through team discussion, and then applied to the rest
2 Note: After the initial implementation of this policy, the district began allow- 

ng other versions of these pathways with options to “double-up ” mathematics 

ourses in 9 th or 10 th grade (i.e. a 9 th grader could enroll concurrently in Algebra 

 and Geometry, or a 10 th grader could concurrently enroll in both geometry 

nd Algebra 2 or Geometry and Algebra 2/Pre-Calculus.) 

 

c  

r  

L  

w  

e  

s  
f the interview data. An inter-rater reliability ( Campbell, Quincy, Os-

erman & Pedersen, 2013 ) of 84% was achieved for the coding of the

nterviews. 

To triangulate emerging themes from the interviews, a similar pro-

ess was applied to the video data. Content logs of all 16 h of class-

oom video were developed, which outlined events on each video by

ime ( Derry et al., 2010 ). Because these logs revealed a wide range of

eaching practices, they were then coded by classroom activity to ana-

yze the use of time in each classroom. These classroom activity codes

see Table 3 ) were developed from a subset of representative content

ogs, refined through re-watching and discussing videos, and then ap-

lied to the rest of the content logs. Coded content logs were then used

o calculate the percentage of time each teacher spent on each activity

cross their two lessons. These percentages were represented visually in

he form of a time chart for each teacher, which helped to illuminate

ifferences and similarities in teachers’ use of time. 

This phase two analysis of site-level data led to new questions about

he curriculum in which teachers and students were engaging. In phase

hree, three Algebra 1 curriculum units were analyzed —Polynomials,

uadratic Functions, and Quadratic Equations —these units comprise

ne third of the Algebra 1 curriculum and were the content focus during

lassroom observations. Each unit is similarly structured with a series of

essons falling in between “Entry ”, “Apprentice ” and “Expert ” level tasks

nd ending with a summative “Milestone Task ” (see Fig. 5 ). The analysis

ncluded each task plus one lesson from each lesson series in the unit. To

nalyze these tasks, the Nature of Mathematics domain in the Mathemat-

cal Mindset Teaching Guide was adapted into a task-based rubric based

n two measures —openness of problem(s) and reasoning/multiple per-

pectives — with indicators for beginning, developing, and expanding

atings ( Anderson et al., 2018 ), see Fig. 6 . These attributes of tasks also

ddress the “group worthiness ” of the tasks. This rubric was used to an-

lyze a subset of the selected tasks, refined through discussion, and then

pplied to the remainder of the selected tasks. 

Additionally, to connect the curriculum analysis to the observations,

ll video recordings were coded by unit, lesson series, day/task, and

ommon Core State Standard, which confirmed that many of the ana-

yzed tasks were observed during implementation. Finally, themes from

ll three phases of analysis were connected across data sources. 

. Findings 

The initial goal of this study was to examine the factors that

onstrain or support equitable participation in heterogeneous class-

ooms. Our analysis uncovered several equity focused practices which

ouie (2017) deemed as inclusive, as well as several other factors that

orked against the principals of Complex Instruction and ultimately,

quitable outcomes. The findings of the study come together to tell the

tory of a district that is experiencing considerable tension. The class-
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Table 3 

Coding scheme for content logs by activity. 

Code Description 

Teacher-led directions (TLD) Teacher giving directions to the whole class and/or students acting on those directions 

Lecture (L) Teacher lecture, might include Intitate-Resonse-Evaluate (IRE) teacher-student interactions, but no discussion 

Whole-class discussion (WCD) Teachers and students engaged in discussion involving more than one student, which could include turn and talks 

Small group (SG) Students working in small groups with a range of interaction 

Independent work (I) Students working independently, some students may talk, but not collaborating 

Fig. 5. Structure of a unit in the district Algebra I curriculum. 

Fig. 6. Mathematical Mindset Teaching Guide ( www. 

youcubed.org/mathematical-mindset-teaching-resources/ ). 

Table 4 

Average use of class time. 

Category Average percentage of classtime (%) 

Working in small groups 47 

Individual work 21 

Listening to directions 12 

Listening to lecture 12 

Whole class discussion 8 
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oom communities showed a strong commitment to groupwork and in

nterviews students expressed feelings of belonging and a duty to help

heir peers. However, these strengths were constrained by a procedu-

al, speed-based, and answer-centric approach to mathematics learn-

ng driven by the high school mathematics standards. These tensions

merged from the data through five different dimensions that will be

xamined now. 

.1. Supportive, collaborative classrooms 

All teachers in this study had received training through the district

n Complex Instruction. Teachers reflected the philosophies of Complex

nstruction in their planning and thinking about students as well as the

ay they organized classrooms. Across the 8 classrooms students spent

7% of class time working in small groups, 21% on individual work,

2% listening to directions, 12% listening to lecture, and 8% in whole

lass discussions (see Table 4 ). 
Complex Instruction is centered around the idea that no one person

n a group will have all the “abilities ” needed to complete a task, but

hat everyone will have some of them, and teachers frequently commu-

icated to students that they were capable of bringing important and

eaningful thought to collaborations. Importantly, this sentiment was

eflected by all 8 teachers. The following two teacher reflections were

ypical of the 8 teachers: 

“And if we’re doing group work, which we do a lot in here, I expect

that they are gonna add a different take to the problem, (…) I expect

that they’re gonna add a different perspective than somebody else

that might have just been exposed to it. ” (Ms. Garcia, Edison HS) 

“Everybody has something that they can offer to any type of math-

ematical work we do together and if willing to put in the work, a

tremendous amount of success can happen. ” (Mr. Lang, Lewis HS) 

Both teachers allude to the differences between students’ prior expe-

iences, but they do not pose these as deficits, instead they describe them

s strengths. The students also shared positive ideas about their peers,

escribing their classrooms as tight knit, non-judgmental and respectful

ommunities: 

“I guess we all just kinda respect each other, we don’t assume any-

thing or judge anyone for... I’m not gonna go into race and stuff, I just

mean like... We all have like a similar sense of humor, and all that,

like... We’re all pretty friendly, no one like starts yelling at the other

person, unless it’s like a joke or anything. ” (Walker, Turn around,

Edison HS) 

http://www.youcubed.org/mathematical-mindset-teaching-resources/
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Fig. 7. Results from mindset survey. 
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“I think everyone’s accepting each other. We’re like this big commu-

nity. I feel like I’m accepted there and I feel like I fit in with everyone.

They accept who I am and they don’t judge me for what I do or how

I do it ”. (Jackie, High achieving, Lewis HS) 

District wide, students responded overwhelmingly positively to

orking with students of different achievement levels in math class. Stu-

ent surveys ( n = 528), representing 11 high schools across the district,

evealed that 82.4% of students agreed with the statement, “I like to be

n a math class with all different types of learners ”, while 85.8% of stu-

ents agreed with the statement, “I like my math class to have a mix of

ifferent achievement levels ”. Perhaps most importantly, 88.3% of stu-

ents agreed with the statement: “It is really helpful to talk about math

ith others ” ( Fig. 7 ). Each of these results show that students values and

njoyed working together with peers in heterogeneous classrooms. 

Another key norm of Complex Instruction is that everyone has the

ight to ask for help and the duty to give help when asked. This norm

as consistently reflected in the ways that students described their ex-

erience working in groups. The practice of supporting peers in small

roup work came up in all but one of the twenty-two student interviews.

n fact, students expressed that they felt duty to help their peers simply

hen they appeared to be struggling. For example, Teresa and Mario

both high achieving from Lewis HS) shared: 

Teresa: Now, I see that a lot. If they didn’t ask for help but they see

them struggling, they’re gonna be asked, “Do you need help?s ”

Interviewer: Even if they don’t ask? 

Teresa: Yeah, even if they don’t ask. They could like, they would just

see like, ‘she’s still on like question one. I should help her,’ and they

would help. 

Mario: Cause sometimes the person’s too shy to ask for help, or like

maybe they think they are not good enough to ask for help. 

Interviewer: Does Mr. Lang ask you to do that? 

Mario: No. 

Interviewer: Why do you do that? 

Mario: Well ’cause... [I] do it because I wanna help people. I don’t

want to just be selfish and look at them struggle while they work. I

actually want to help them and that’s why I do it. 

Teresa: I agree with that. ’Cause I used to be one of those people who

would struggle a lot back then and I didn’t like how people wouldn’t

help me at all. So I was like, ‘Oh, since now that I actually under-
stand, I should help them so they wouldn’t feel like I did.’ (Teresa &

Mario, high achieving, Lewis HS) 

Another student, at Edison HS explained: 

“If I just see them... I feel like if they gave up, I would definitely

help them. But if they told me, I would of course help them. The

way I see it, someone needs help, is like if they’re just tapping their

pencil or just re-writing the same thing over and over, I would ask,

“Hey, do you need help? Are you stuck on something? ” (Kaitlyn,

uncategorized, Edison HS) 

The students’ commitments to help others were admirable, and re-

ected the equitable focus provided by the teachers, but other sources

f data revealed that the strong community norms were weakened by

ther dimensions of the classroom approaches. 

.2. Classroom structures working against equity 

Complex Instruction recommends that students stick together as they

ork through tasks with the norm that no one is finished until every-

ne is finished – a principle that is based upon the use of broad, multi-

imensional tasks that students can encounter in many different ways.

t Gateside, this norm was enforced through the use of ‘checkpoints’ – a

articular place in the mathematics problems when students were meant

o call the teacher over to check on their work. If any group member

ad not completed all of the work leading up to the checkpoint or not

eached the same answers, the group would not be approved to move on

ntil the group had helped all students reach the same place. In several

f the classrooms, successful checkpoints resulted in the achievement

f a stamp, and in some cases, students were expected to earn a cer-

ain number of stamps in order to receive classwork credit for the day.

tamping is not a recommendation in Complex Instruction ( Cohen &

otan, 2014 , p. 66) and seems to have developed as a pratice in only

ome CI classrooms. 

Walker from Edison HS explained this dynamic and the ways his

roup would work with students who did not understand: 

“She told us from the beginning of the year, “If one person isn’t

done... ” then she won’t stamp all of you. So, if you have a group

of three everyone needs to be done with the same question. Group

of four, same situation. So if someone gets stuck then we go... We

normally we just send, not send... We just have one person explain

’cause having three people explain at once is kind of hard to keep up

with. ” (Walker, Turn around, Edison HS) 

Walker emphasizes the importance of all group members being fin-

shed at the same time in order to receive stamps. Some of the students
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Table 5 

District curriculum analysis results. 

Category Criterion Percent (%) 

Beginning Tasks are relatively closed, emphasizes 

procedures with little or no reasoning, 

do not include visuals or multiple 

perspectives 

55 

Developing Tasks emphasize procedures with 

reasoning, multiple methods and 

visuals are sometimes elicited and 

explored 

45 

Expanding Tasks are mathematically rich in 

reasoning opportunities, allow for 

multiple approaches and visuals, 

students use and share their own 

methods 
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eported that this practice made them feel pressured – as Ashley, a lower

chieving student described: 

“Well, for us, we do stamps, and the whole group has to be in the

same question to get a stamp, and if some people just do their work

and start rushing the person that’s on the first question and they’re

almost done, and they’ll be like, ‘Oh hurry up. We need a stamp, we

need a stamp,’ and we have to hurry up for them to get a stamp. ”

(Ashley, Low achieving, Edison HS) 

CI recommends that students work at the same pace with the assump-

ion that the work they are doing is multi-dimensional. At Gateside the

ajority of the work was procedural, and when this was combined with

 practice of stamping, it resulted in several negative outcomes. In these

ays the classroom practices diverted from the recommendations of CI,

 finding that emerged as critical in the teaching and learning that en-

ued. 

The need to work at the same pace and to receive stamps contributed

o a high proportion of students in Gateside district who believed that

uccessful mathematics work meant working at speed. In surveys 80% of

tudents agreed with the statement: “People who really understand math

ill get an answer quickly. ” The idea that mathematics success comes

rom fast working is a damaging and limiting belief that often harms

tudents’ mathematical progress and causes students to de-identify with

he subject (see also Boaler, 2019 ; Boaler et al., 2019 ) 

The need to work at the same speed seemed to cause tensions, not

nly for the students who believed they were holding up the progress

f their group, but for the students who wanted to move on. Theo, one

f the high achieving students, explained that he sometimes felt “hope-

ess ”: 

“It’s just you help out your classmates. It’s like if they don’t get it,

you can help them understand the subject. And if you don’t get it,

you can ask the teacher. So it’s like that’s kind of how I help my

classmates. But sometimes it just feels like the person won’t under-

stand the subject or is not interested in understanding the subject,

and that really makes you feel hopeless, especially when that method

of assessing people is kind of formatted in a way in which you can-

not really have any control over someone else’s work. ” (Theo, High

achieving, Edison HS) 

The tensions were not only experienced by high achieving students,

he students who needed more time also explained that the process of

eeding to be finished together made them feel uncomfortable: 

“I don’t really like asking them questions ’cause they’re like, “You

still don’t know this yet? ” Stuff like that. ” (Jose, Low achieving,

Lewis HS) 

“Well, I personally prefer working by myself ’cause it feels weird

when... I normally get stuck a lot in math, so I’m just like... I feel

like when I’m alone, I can ask a teacher, I don’t have to ask other

teammates. And that it’s easier too for me to ask a teacher. ” (Silvia,

Turn around, Lewis HS). 

The pressure students felt to work at the pace of the group may have

ontributed to the numbers of students believing that speed was impor-

ant and the 53% of students who agreed in the student survey that “It

s important not to make mistakes in math. ”

.3. Narrow mathematics 

In previous studies of students working in heterogeneous classrooms,

mploying Complex Instruction, equitable outcomes were reached

hrough the multi-dimensional mathematics that students experienced.

s discussed previously, the success of a Complex Instruction approach

ests upon three central principles, one of which is the presence of

ulti-dimensional and groupworthy content. If content is narrow it

ndermines the idea that all students have different strengths and
everely weakens the purpose and need for collaborative work. If con-

ent is multi-dimensional - emphasizing student thinking and reasoning,

hrough multiple representations of mathematical ideas - then differ-

nt students can bring contrasting strengths to the work and all group

embers are needed to complete the task. In this way, all students are

ositioned as resources for one another in the learning process, rather

han students being positioned as those who give help and those who

eceive it. In mathematics, multi-dimensional work usually means open

roblems that ask students to communicate, reason, visualize, draw, and

uild — instead of narrow questions emphasizing one method with one

nswer. 

In Gateside district we expected to see students engaged in reasoning

bout mathematical ideas but instead found that students were mainly

ocused upon reproducing methods with one answer. In student surveys

4% of students agreed that “Mathematics involves mostly facts and

rocedures that have to be learned. ” In interviews students revealed

hat their worthy motivation to help others was focused upon guiding

heir peers to “the answer ”: 

“We help them, or we ask, “Are you stuck? ” And if they say, “Yes, ”

Then we guide them to the answer. ” (Robert, High achieving, Edison

HS) 

“We usually help them, like we’ll be like, “Oh, so here’s the answer , ”

and then sometimes I’ll just be like, “You know, let me show you, ”

and then I just do it for him. ” (Karen, uncategorized, Edison HS) 

Classroom observations and student perceptions (from surveys and

nterviews) both suggested that the majority of classroom time was spent

orking on narrow mathematics. This led to an expansion of our re-

earch focus beyond classroom interactions to the curriculum used in

he different schools – which was provided by the district. 

A combination of 20 lessons and tasks from 3 curriculum units were

ated by 2 team members giving the results in Table 5 . This shows that

5% of tasks were rated in the beginning category, and 45% as develop-

ng - with no tasks rated as expanding. Fig. 8 gives examples of algebraic

asks rated as beginning, developing and expanding: 

In addition, the vast majority of the curriculum that fell under the

developing ” category were those tasks created or chosen by the teach-

rs, whereas the majority of textbook tasks fell under the “Beginning ”

ategory. 

The content of the lessons studied was algebra – in particular func-

ions and expressions. These areas of mathematics could be described

n content standards in multi-dimensional and connected ways. Instead

hey are presented in the Common Core standards as individual and seg-

ented areas of knowledge (see Table 5 ). For example, under the topic

f “Algebra ” and subtopic “Seeing Structure in Expressions ”, Standard

.SSE.3 emphasizes students working with equivalent forms of expres-

ions and naming properties of expressions. This subtopic could high-

ight multiple forms of algebraic expressions, including visual patterns,

odels and drawings. Instead the wording of the standard emphasizes
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Fig. 8. Example tasks by rating. 
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he expression itself, communicating a focus on procedures and nota-

ion rather than multiple representations. Similarly, Standard A.APR.1

ommunicates a focus on the algebraic manipulation of polynomials but

oes not express conceptual understanding or reasoning nor connection

o the purpose or use of polynomials, or connections to other areas. 

Standards F.IF.7 and F.BF.3 together fall under the CCSS topic of

unctions. The concept of ‘Functions’ has the potential to work as a big,

onnected idea. The series of standards could work together to build out

 deep and multidimensional approach to learning and understanding

he behavior and use of functions. Instead the standards focus on a one-

imensional approach to graphing functions by hand and naming key

eatures. The standard describes comparing values in F.IF.7 and nam-

ng characteristics of graphs based on algebraic manipulations of the

unctions in F.BF.3. None of these descriptions require mathematical

hinking and reasoning beyond memorizing a procedure. 

Mathematical practice standards, that encourage reasoning, collabo-

ating and active engagement, are given alongside the content standards

n the Common Core. The inclusion of mathematical practices in state

tandards was considered a major step forward when the standards were

eleased ( Bennett & Ruchti, 2014; Johns, 2016 ), unfortunately, the con-

ent standards at the high school level are so numerous and discrete,

any teachers find implementation of the practices too challenging. 

Our study of the high school algebra standards that are used by text-

ook writers, districts, and schools, to guide instruction, found that the

athematics was conceived and communicated as a narrow and discon-

ected subject. The impact of this narrow conception of mathematics

as seen in classrooms as students were invited to engage in closed

uestions, with few opportunities to engage in reasoning, connection

aking, or deep understanding. These obervations were made in a dis-

rict that has committed to a more engaged and equitable teaching of

athematics. The narrow mathematics content emerged as an impor-

ant factor working against equitable practices and engaged students,

eading instead to narrow conceptions of student ability. 

.4. Binary perceptions of math ability 

While the teachers and students both reflected equity minded sen-

iments about learning together in an inclusive environment, there re-

ained a hierarchy of the abilities that were valued in practice. In sur-

eys about a third of students held fixed ideas about math ability with

4% agreeing with the statement: “There are limits to how much people

an improve their basic math ability ” and 36% agreeing that “People can

earn more math, but they cannot really change their basic intelligence. ”
The interviews overwhelmingly confirmed these ideas about math-

matics ability, which seemed to derive from the students’ ideas that

athematics learning is about speed and correct answers. 

For example, Albert, from Edison HS saw himself as being “better ”

t math than his peers because he was “quicker: ”

“I would say I’m better at math than they are, because I usually un-

derstand the equation quicker than them. ’Cause when somebody

explains it to me and shows me how to do it, I usually remember

how they did it. So then, I understand it faster, and then I help out

my classmates if they didn’t get it, didn’t catch how to do it. So that’s

why I think I’m maybe higher at liking math than they are, or achiev-

ing, getting better grades easier…” (Albert, High achieving, Edison

HS) 

The focus on speed and answers led to frustrations from the students

ho were not as fast as other students, and led to feelings of inadequacy.

Lauren: I get frustrated, I just go like, “Why can’t I do this? ” And I’m

like, “I have to ask people I don’t like know. ”

Interviewer: Would you tell me more? 

Lauren: So I get infuriated ’cause I feel like the smart people in the

class are like, “You’re so stupid, you can’t do this, ” and I’m like

(thinking to herself), “Why don’t you get it? ” (Lauren, Low achiev-

ing, Edison HS) 

Overall, the students described a general divide between the students

n their classrooms who were quick and slow, and who found mathemat-

cs “easy ” or needed help. Mario, a high achieving student at Lewis HS,

escribes this perceived divide between students in terms of mathemat-

cs ability, also revealing the unfortunate perceptions of mathematics

xclusivity and “genius ” that have been shown to lead to inequitable

articipation and the exclusion of women and students of color (Leslie,

t al., 2015; Chestnut et al., 2018 ). 

In the beginning of the school year, I thought I was gonna be the

smart one in the class. It turns out there’s this another student, that’s

a girl, and she’s studying math by herself, and she is like exceeding

my expectations of what a math genius is, you know. So, I think there

are different levels of math knowledge. Because some people need

help, and some people don’t. Some people find it easy, and some

people get well what math is going to and… well, you know, like

that. (Mario, High achieving, Lewis HS) 
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Fig. 9. The Development of Binary Percep- 

tions of Students. 
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Teresa concurs with the binary perceptions of student ability, ex-

laining that students in the class fall into one of two categories. Simi-

ar to other students, Teresa’s categorization of people draws from the

peed at which they work: 

There’s a range but there’s like a few people out of the range, yeah…

I guess two different groups you could be in. I separated into a cat-

egory of groups; there’s this one group and then there’s this other

group. There’s a group where you could be with the people out of

the range and sometimes they would go ahead of you. And then

yeah, I would be too shy to ask them cause, like, they’re already on

question like five and I’m on question two or something. And then

there’s could be like a group where we all stick together. But even

while with the group that leaves you behind, I feel like I just needed

to ask them and they would, if I did ask. (Teresa, High achieving,

Lewis HS) 

In interviews with 41 students the majority of them shared beliefs

hat their peers are divided into distinct groups. Students describe these

roups using various binaries such as those who get it and those who

o not, those who are fast and those who are slow, those who need

elp and those who do not, the smart ones and the stupid ones. This

tudy has found that the binary perceptions were initiated by narrow

onceptions of mathematics which worked against equitable outcomes

see also Fig. 9 ). 

. Discussion and conclusion 

Gateside District is an unusual school district in many ways. It is

n urban and diverse district and one of the largest in California. More

otably, it is a district that is committed to equitable outcomes ( Ellis

 Berry, 2005 ; Gutiérrez, 2017 ; Hand, 2010 ; Joseph et al., 2017 ) and

ne that has been prepared to study research, act on the findings, and

ake hard decisions even in the face of public opposition from groups

f parents. These hard decisions have included district wide de-tracking

 Oakes, 1986 ; Boaler, 2017, 2013, 2008; Boaler & Staples, 2008 ) and

he teaching of algebra in ninth rather than the more currently popular

ighth grade ( Daro & Asturias, 2019 ). The commitment of the district to

igh and equitable mathematics outcomes has also included wide-scale

rofessional development for teachers and dedication to the principles

f Complex Instruction ( Cabana et al., 2014 ; Cohen & Lotan, 1997 ).

hese changes have brought about impressive outcomes, with algebra

ailure rates declining dramatically and large increases in students tak-

ng advanced mathematics courses. 

This study set out to investigate the factors working to support or

onstrain equitable outcomes. Observers walking into the algebra class-

ooms of Gateside district would probably notice hard working teachers
nd students, but a deeper study and analysis, drawing from multiple

orms of data including classroom observations, interviews with teach-

rs and students and survey results, highlights important factors that

ork against equitable outcomes and seem important to understand, for

hese and other teachers working towards equity ( Cabana et al., 2014 ).

ur analysis centralizes student voice, as the students themselves give

he greatest insights into their own learning and ways of approaching

athematics and collaboration, that were supported by other data. Their

ords helped unlock important new knowledge, giving insights into the

ays equitable progress can be diminished and the factors at work in

his process. 

Importantly, the algebra classrooms of Gateside district are made up

f supportive communities of learners who care about each other and

espect each other’s thinking ( Boaler & Staples, 2014 ). Students regard

elping other students as part of their classroom mission. This came

rom the work of teachers spreading the messages of Complex Instruc-

ion ( Cabana et al., 2014 ; Cohen & Lotan, 1997 ) – communicating that

ll students are valued, that students have a duty to help each other, and

hat there are many ways to be successful. Unfortunately, the achieve-

ents of this work – which were extremely important – were held back

y other factors, that ultimately caused student stress and the devel-

pment of negative ideas about other students and about mathematics

earning. 

One of the factors came from a particular instructional strategy that

any of these teachers used to implement Complex Instruction. A cen-

ral element of Complex Instruction pedagogy is the recommendation

hat students “stick together ” – with an assumption they will do this

hrough reasoning, visualizing and thinking together ( Cabana et al.,

014 ). In the Gateside classrooms, students were expected to work on

losed questions together, finish together, pass a check-in and receive a

tamp. While the norm “no one is done until everyone is done ” might

ake sense when students are working together on multi-dimensional

asks – sharing reasoning and making connections, when the work is in-

tead focused on finding right answers, being “done ” essentially means

aving the same answer on everyone’s paper. This process caused con-

iderable tensions for the students and served to communicate that speed

s an indicator of mathematics success, an unfortunate message that the

eachers did not, themselves, believe. Classrooms will always include

tudents who work at different rates, and the requirement to finish work

ogether will always prioritize a “group rate ”, leaving slower students,

ften those who think more deeply or creatively, to feel that they are

olding back their group. The variation in student speed is mitigated

hen tasks value different types of thinking and teachers emphasize that

athematics is about depth and connections rather than fast finishing

 Boaler et al., 2019 ). In the absence of multi-dimensional mathematics,

he norm of finishing together was problematic. 
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The requirement to work together and receive a stamp is a teacher

irected practice that could also convey a lack of authority and responsi-

ility for the students themselves. Cohen and Lotan (2014) specifically

arn against extrinsic rewards for compliant behaviors as this works

gain the principals of CI. However, it seems some mathematics teach-

rs have adopted this practice, to help manage groupwork. When high

chool students feel that they cannot move on until their teacher has

checked them off” it reduces their own development of autonomy and

elf-responsibility, both of which are important for adolescents and have

een associated with high and more equitable achievement ( Black &

illiam, 1998, 2005; White & Frederiksen, 1998 ). We recognize that the

I recommendation for group finish and teacher check was driven by im-

ortant principles of equity, including student accountability and equal

articipation. But this study revealed that this practice, paired with the

bsence of multidimensional and groupworthy content, ( Cabana et al.,

014 ) worked in counter-productive ways and that different require-

ents and messages could be more helpful for the work of teachers and

tudents. 

High school (and younger) students are extremely capable of de-

ermining when work is valuable for their understanding and when it

akes sense to move on ( White & Frederiksen, 1998 ), and it is entirely

ossible to communicate to students that they help each other when

eeded, without the requirement that they all finish together, or that

eachers validate their progress. A practice that could replace the group

ace and teacher check in, could be students being given a rubric com-

unicating the goals of learning, and time for self-reflection, to decide

hich learning goals have been achieved ( Boaler, Dance, & Woodbury,

018; Brookhart et al., 2016 ). A rubric for the students could include

he goal of working productively with others. This would remove the

ressure to finish at a certain speed and replace the practice of teachers

ssuming responsibility for “checking ” on learning with students devel-

ping responsibility for their own learning, and the important learner

utonomy that comes with such responsibility ( Boaler, Dance, & Wood-

ury, 2018; White & Frederiksen, 1998 ). 

Group work is extremely important to mathematics learning, as stu-

ents connect ideas they increase their understanding and engagement

 Boaler, 2019 a; Cabana et al., 2014 ). Complex instruction has been de-

eloped to help groupwork be more equitable, and many features of the

pproach were highly successful in the classrooms observed – features

uch as recognizing the strengths of all students, “assigning competence ”

nd group roles ( Velazquez & Louie, 2014 ). The additional feature of stu-

ents staying together and checking with teachers to move on seemed

roblematic and not a necessary part of equitable groupwork. In other

xamples of equitable groupwork approaches, students are given more

pen tasks and encouraged to take them in directions that interest them.

ll students work together and help each other and when it is time to

eport out, they are interested in the work of other students that may be

ifferent to their own (see also Boaler, 2019 a, b). We propose that an

pdate to Complex Instruction might be one that encourages student re-

ponsibility and assessment through learning rubrics ( Black & William,

998, 2005; Boaler, Dance, & Woodbury, 2018 ) as well as focused com-

unication to CI schools regarding the central role of multi-dimensional

athematics. 

A second, related factor that was highlighted in this study was the de-

elopment of binary perceptions of people, who were believed by other

tudents to be fast or slow, needing help or not, and even gifted or stupid.

hese negative binary perceptions were encouraged by the practice of

roup finish, but they also derived centrally from the mathematics stu-

ents were learning. When mathematics is narrow and questions value

he completion of procedures at speed, students develop narrow percep-

ions of what it means to be a valuable mathematics learner. The connec-

ion between the nature of student learning and the nature of student

erceptions emerged clearly from the data. In this study the students’

onflicting ideas about the value of working with other learners, at the

ame time as thinking in binary ways about each other, caused them

tress and frustration, that they clearly communicated to interviewers.
wo of the binaries that students developed caused them to believe

hat working slowly, and needing help were both negative attributes

f mathematics learners. Yet the converse of these ideas – that working

lowly and deeply is a critical part of mathematics, and struggle is an

mportant time of learning, that develops brain connections and growth

are important ideas for learners that have been shown to boost learn-

ng and achievement ( Anderson, Boaler, & Dieckmann, 2018; Boaler,

ieckmann, Pérez-Núñez, Sun, & Williams, 2018 ). Struggle should be

elebrated – everyone struggles, and it is unhelpful for students to di-

ide each other into those who do and don’t struggle and need help.

his binary perception causes students to fear times of struggle and of

aking mistakes, when both are critical to effective learning. Similarly,

low learners are some of the deepest and most important mathemat-

cal thinkers ( Boaler, 2019 ). The need to finish narrow questions at a

ertain speed and receive a stamp works against the important message

f working slowly and deeply. Many students communicated that their

nability to keep up with their group led to feelings of inadequacy as

athematics learners. The practice of group finish and the nature of

he mathematics in which students were engaging both worked against

he communication of messages that could stay with students for many

ears. 

In addition to the problems raised by group finish and teacher val-

dation, the equity goals of the district, supported by a range of good

ractices, and by well trained and equitable teachers, were being un-

ermined by the mathematics on offer to students. There was a direct

elationship between the narrowness of the mathematics and the devel-

pment of binary perceptions of mathematics achievement, based on

xed ideas, speed and lack of struggle. All three of these ideas – of fixed

rains, avoidance of struggle and the need to work quickly - are harmful

o learners, whether they are students categorized by others as success-

ul or unsuccessful ( Anderson et al., 2018 ). 

Narrow mathematics has prevailed for centuries in the US

 Boaler, 2015 ), this study gives some insight into the sources. Past rec-

mmendations for change have focused upon working with teachers,

mproving tasks, and eliminating tracking. Gateside district, admirably,

ad enacted all of these practices, but the narrowness of algebra stan-

ards had led teachers to view mathematics as a set of isolated meth-

ds, which undermined their important work. As the nation moves to

 greater awareness of the need for more equitable structures, we en-

ourage the gaze in future work and in policy to fall upon the narrow

athematics standards that are so important to every student’s future.

istricts such as Gateside have made tremendous progress but their im-

ortant equity focused work is restricted by the narrowness of the math-

matics communicated to leaders and schools. Mathematics is a rich,

aried and multi-dimensional subject. Algebra students can engage in

mportant work, reasoning, connecting, developing their ideas. It should

ot be left to our nation’s most inspirational teachers to take the nar-

ow conception of mathematics set out in the standards and translate it

nto multi-dimensional and engaging content – and assessment ( Black

 William, 1998, 2005; Boaler, Dance, & Woodbury, 2018 ). There is

vidence that teachers and districts can do this work ( Anderson et al.,

018 ), but such examples are rare, and all teachers should be encour-

ged to engage students in important mathematical practices. 

It is typical in research to locate the source of narrow content

ith classroom activities, with calls for more engaging tasks. But the

ndurance of narrow algebraic experiences ( Demosthenous & Stylian-

des, 2014 ), and the preponderance of narrow questions in textbooks

 Park, 2011 ) even after the implementation of the Common Core stan-

ards, led us to consider the mathematics content standards that are

he foundation for most district curriculum decisions. The narrowness

f the high school mathematics standards (as shown in Table 6 ) leads

any districts and publishers across the United States to present math-

matics to students as a set of narrow questions that emphasize one

ethod and one answer. This is despite the calls of mathematicians to

hare mathematics as a vibrant and connected subject ( Strogatz, 2012 ,

019 ; Wolfram, 2020 ). This study has shown that when mathematics
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Table 6 

Selection of Common Core State Standards covered by district curriculum. 

Topic Subtopic Example Standard 

Algebra “Seeing Structure in Expressions ” A.SSE.3 Choose and produce an 

equivalent form of an expression to 

reveal and explain properties of the 

quantity represented by the 

expression. 

“Arithmetic with Polynomial and 

Rational Expressions ”

A.APR.1 Understand that polynomials 

form a system analogous to the 

integers, namely, they are closed 

under the operations of addition, 

subtraction, and multiplication; add, 

subtract, and multiply polynomials 

Functions “Interpreting Functions ” F.IF.7 Graph functions expressed 

symbolically and show key features of 

the graph, by hand in simple cases 

and using technology for more 

complicated cases. 

“Building Functions ” F.BF.3 Identify the effect on the graph 

of replacing f(x) by f(x) + k, k f(x), 

f(kx), and f(x + k) for specific values 

of k (both positive and negative); find 

the value of k given the graphs. 

Experiment with cases and illustrate 

an explanation of the effects on the 

graph using technology. Include 

recognizing even and odd functions 

from their graphs and algebraic 

expressions for them. 
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s taught as a narrow set of methods, this works against equitable out-

omes that teachers and districts value highly and work hard to achieve.

he narrowness of the mathematics being taught leads to a binary per-

eption of student ability and a focus on answer finding. When there is

ne right approach, one right answer, and classroom practices encour-

ging completion at a set time, students become sorted into binaries of

hose who can and those who cannot. 

We end this paper with a call for a revision of the Common Core

athematics Standards. When the Common Core was introduced there

as widespread recognition that the K-8 standards had improved math-

matics but the high school section was largely unchanged from pre-

ious narrow standards adopted in various states. The addition of the

athematical practices has not proved to be impactful, probably be-

ause they are seen as separate and incompatible with the narrow con-

ent standards. A revision of the Common Core mathematics standards

ould include integration of content and practices in new descriptions

f mathematics that emphasize its connected and coherent nature. Re-

isions should also include consideration of the most important mathe-

atics content that students should learn, as the content of high school

athematics classrooms has not substantively changed since the 1800 ′ s,

espite the changing nature of the mathematical needs in the world (see

lso Boaler & Levitt, 2019; Strogatz, 2019; Wolfram, 2020; Rockmore,

020 ). These changes would directly support teachers and administra-

ors in their pursuit of more equitable teaching and learning. The re-

ults of this study should inform mathematics revisions as it has shown

hat the narrowness of the high school mathematics standards leads di-

ectly to binary perceptions of achievement. Multi-dimensional content,

y contrast, may be key to the equitable outcomes that districts, admin-

strators, and teachers work hard to pursue and are foundational to the

oals of the United States. 
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